
Lethargic Toilet Campaign 

 

Mr. Jay Ram Ramesh, Minister at Indian Central Rural Development has requested Indian 

citizens to stay away from marrying their daughters in houses without toilets. Few years back, 

he drew attention for declaring Indian railways as the biggest open toilets and now he stress 

existence of more temple than toilets in the country. Though Indians suspects the size of jail to 

punish 64% of its citizens at a place for open defecation, Mr. Ramesh has proposed to develop 

legislation to imprison those defecating in open space in police custody. This statement in 

particular has however motivated those advocating sanitation promotions in India. 

With leadership of such courageous politician, India once stated as world top country for open 

defecation has kicked off campaigns from central level to improve their sanitation condition 

within the whole state. For the purpose, central government has allocated 35 millions in 

sanitation promotions for 2012 and 2013. Apart from Central Government, different states 

within India are working vigorously to prepare plans and working module to provide attractive 

sanitation projects. To name few, “no toilet, no bride” –campaign declared by Government of 

Haryana and provision to provide Annual Nirmal Ghram Award to open defecation free village 

chief from the honorable President of India has been motivating citizens to more sanitation 

advocacy and achievements. Sikkim was declared first ODF state four years back and Kerela will 

soon be ODF on December and Haryana on March for ODF declaration. 

On the contrary, Nepal had aimed to provide safe and effective drinking water and sanitation 

services to all by 2015. Moreover, the campaign was designed few decades ago, however 

circumstances for the purpose were set out one and half years back only. With four years to 

completion of ODF target, only four districts: Kaski, Chitwan, Tanahu and Myagdi along some 

500 VDCs has been declared ODF zones. Despite the fact that, DDCs, VDCs and agencies 

working on Water and Sanitation sector has taken the campaign as their own agenda, more 

than 3000 VDCs are yet to be freed from open defecation blot. In spite of every sectors 

concerns and active participations, sanitation campaign in Nepal is not advancing because of 

political melancholy. Even at constitution assembly, subject like Sanitation and Hygiene could 

not score its spot in declaration signed by different political parties before election. Though, 

organizations working for water, sanitation and hygiene and likeminded agencies had diligently 

worked out to point WASH as basic rights to every citizen, constitution has agitate the 

statement into pieces. 

Though few complain speech for obstructing working circumstance from opposite parties are 

heard monthly when our honorable president resides with general public on his district home 

visits, critics and inspiring statements on WASH conditions has never been spoken. On his 



recent visit to Manaharwa village, Mahottari district on 14th October, 2012, he stayed at local 

villagers home, admired the food he was served  however, he was privileged to pee on 

promptly built toilet meant only for his visit contrasting open defecation conditions by the local 

residents. 

Another factor delaying sanitation campaign inside the country is our dependence nature that 

believes toilet structures are build by some outsider organizations. Organizations dispensing 

supports without quantifying the significance of toilets and working to accomplish task 

superficially are responsible for our dependence on donor agencies. This has resulted to 

exemplary position dependent on toilet pans worth NRs.500 even when the candidate could 

easily buy microbus worth NRs. 40 Lakhs. Consequently, toilets build under outsiders supports 

have eventually turned out to be store house and cattle rearing places. Lack of significance 

realization and sense of ownership during construction has led pathetic condition for toilets 

which were once built dependent on others. 

Today more than half of Nepalese populations are carrying mobile sets. No one has ever 

expected foreign supports to buy mobile sets and recharge them when needed. On the contrast 

to mobile sets, toilets are not meant for every individual, one house can support one toilet for 

its every resident. Unfortunately, we enjoy peeing at roadsides, open fields carrying mobiles, 

talking over the calls, when the same amount for buying mobile phones could assemble well 

furnished toilets back in our homes. According to World Health Organization, Nepalese are in 

eighth rank for open defecation among others. Had the same statistic directly pointing 

Nepalese Army to cause diarrheal havoc at Haiti? 
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